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About This Game

Inspired by Daniel Defoe’s classic masterpiece, Robinson Crusoe is a story of a man who survives a terrible shipwreck and finds
himself cast away on an island in the Caribbean. In this incredible hidden object adventure that spans over 28 years, help

Robinson explore the island, fight with cannibals, visit a lost village and construct a boat to sail back home!

- Two game play modes – Relaxed and Survivor
- 31 unique levels

- 36 unique locations to explore, from a wrecked ship to desolated well.
- Fun adventure spirit!

- Based on the classic novel by Daniel Defoe
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I would not recommend. The quality of the graphics is too low to enjoy the game. The story is nice enough, but the puzzles are
no fun because of the graphics. It gets too difficult to find objects when you can't decently look at it.
However: there are some fun puzzles in the game.. If there was a "meh" option that's what I would give this game. There were
some OK puzzles but for the most part this is simply a hidden object game with a Robinson Crusoe theme LOOSELY slapped
on. I couldn't help but chuckle every time I would see a scene that would say something to the effect of "They have Friday
trapped! Quick, find 12 feathers"... The images were interesting for the most part, but sometimes items are difficult to make out
simply due to the clarity and lack of detail in the picture.

They have a casual and survival mode. They are the same with the only exception that you are timed on the survival mode. And
if you run out of time you have to start the whole chapter over - which is 0 fun because nothing changes the next time through.

I could see this being fun on casual mode playing with your son\/daughter. But other than that, I would pass.. Even if anyone
isn't completely familiar with the story of Robinson Crusoe, the original castaway who was getting lost at sea long before Tom
Hanks made is fashionable, I'm sure most will have a vague idea of the general gist of it and what to expect with anything baring
the name. There's a great game to be made from that age old tale, but unfortunately, this isn't it.

In this particular outing, Robbie C plays a bunch of hidden object games to find parts for a ship to sail back home. It only takes
the lazy pr*ck twenty years to do it, but hey, who's counting? Although maybe he would've done it a lot quicker if it wasn't for
the cr*ppy resolution that spoils everything? It's just all so grainy and indistinct that at times it's almost a hit and miss affair
trying to find anything. In fact, I'd frequently hear him muttering out his mantra every few minutes of "Well, I don't know what
it is, but let's click on it anyway and see what happens", the poor sod.

It doesn't help either that the descriptions can be so woefully unhelpful sometimes. Given the instruction to find a certain
number of items, but only getting the vaguest of guidelines for what you're looking for when half the things filling the screen
could potentially fit the bill, almost feels like you're being trolled rather than challenged. Hell, with the number of nooses
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littered around almost every other hidden object scene, I'm amazed Robbo doesn't just grab one of those and end it all. I know I
bloody well would have.

While it is predominately made up of hidden object scenes, there are a smattering of puzzles, as well - like some spot the
difference pictures or a couple of audio puzzles - but, while one or two are interesting and new to me at least, quite a lot are just
annoying in one way or another. They're either really slow or taking the p*ss a bit in what I feel it expects of you. It isn't a real
issue to begin with, but the further on you go, the more difficult and annoying everything becomes. It's not even like it's
rewarding to complete some of the later scenes and puzzles, and on more than one occasion I could clearly hear old Crusie, The
Crusatron, Crusin' USA, yell out "For f*ck sake! Seriously?!" upon finding the last object that he'd spent the past ten minutes
searching for. I really don't blame him either, given how vague and heavily obscured some of them are.

While it's not a total train wreck, with so many countless other amazing games in the genre, unless you're completely in love
with them and have to play them all, or you simply have more time and patience than you know what to do with, then you're
better off avoiding this. Or better yet, go get yourself stranded on a real tropical island. You'll probably get less hassle and have
more fun there than you will with this.. Generally not bad, but too outdated.

Graphics are nice, but only 800x600.
Puzzles are ok, some of the later ones are ridiculous, but luckily there is a skip option.
HO scenes are ok. I don't like that some items are deliberately placed to make it harder. And because of the low resolution, it is
sometimes hard to recognize them.

Better skip this one.. hmm this particular game is all hidden object and not much of a story. Not much of adventure like a few
other hidden objects I've played. It hasn't been an hour and I am already bored with it. Then the curser moves by itself and
points to nothing. I suppose it's suppose to be a hint but it's useless. Nothing is there. The curser moving by itself is a bit
annoying lol. I like to see what happens next when it comes to hidden object games so I tend to play 5-6 hrs straight..this game
just doesn't have the flair. I will however finish this. I have finished the first chapter. I just hate leaving anything
unfinished..like building the boat lol.. One of the "good old games" that I loved back in "golden gaming era". Deserves a place
amongst popular Point'n'Click/Hidden Object games.

8.5/10, I still love playing this game in 2017.
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Low resolution graphics are dated and make it sometimes difficult to see objects wich is the point of the game. But apart from
that it's 5 hours classic fun. Only recommend it at very low price, unless you like real vintage nostalgic stuff.. Old style hidden
object game about Robinson Crusoe's adventures. The hard difficulty has a 60 minutes timer to complete each of the 6 chapters,
you can skip puzzles paying a penalty of 15 minutes and miss-clickings cost 1 minute each, so 60 minutes for a chapter
sometimes is barely enough and this makes the game very challenging. Graphics aren't very good and this makes spotting
objects frustrating, there are lots of HO scenes but only a few puzzles (mostly memory games). It's certainly not a game for
everyone, but if you don't mind low graphics and old style adventures you may like it.. good variety of puzzles, but unfortunately
didn't run at fullscreen for me, and the windowed resolution is really small and can't be changed. not up to date tech wise. This
game is inspired by the original Robinson Crusoe novel, though it's not an exact retelling, There are many anachronisms
throughout, but overall it's a fun Hidden Object Game with challenging puzzles. It can be completed in a few hours, which is
just the right amount of time for these types of games in my opinion.. I like this game because most of the puzzels are just
hidden object puzzles. This game is not a mix of hidden object puzzles and 'adventure game'-type puzzels (if you know what I
mean), like you see in a lot of modern hidden object games. And you can just skip all the story, if you want to.

I recommend this game, but before you buy it you need to know: this game runs at a resolution of 800x600, which can make
finding some of the objects difficult on a modern high-res screen.

In short:
Pros:
+ Most puzzles are hidden object puzzels

Cons
- Low-res graphics can make finding objects difficult on a high-res screen
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